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Hilma af Klint
A Biography
JULIA VOSS

A highly anticipated biography of the enigmatic and popular Swedish painter.
University of Chicago Press | October
9780226689760  £28.00  Hardback
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY

The Portraitist
Frans Hals and His World
STEVEN NADLER

A biography of the great portraitist Frans Hals that takes the reader into the turbulent world of the Dutch Golden Age.
University of Chicago Press | October
9780226698366  £28.00  Hardback
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY

My Three Dads
Patriarchy on the Great Plains
JESSA CRISPIN

Sharp and thought-provoking, this memoir-meets-cultural criticism upends the romanticism of the Great Plains and the patriarchy at the core of its ideals.
University of Chicago Press | September
9780226820101  £16.00  Paper
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY

Fit Nation
The Gains and Pains of America’s Exercise Obsession
NATALIA MEHLMAN PETRZELA

How is it that Americans are more obsessed with exercise than ever, and yet also unhealthier? Fit Nation explains how we got here and imagines how we might create a more inclusive, stronger future.
University of Chicago Press | December
9780226651101  £24.00  Hardback
SPORTS & RECREATION
Lydia Maria Child
A Radical American Life
LYDIA MOLAND
A lively, relevant biography of Lydia Maria Child, one of nineteenth-century America’s most courageous abolitionists.
University of Chicago Press | October
9780226715711 £28.00 Hardback
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY

States of Plague
Reading Albert Camus in a Pandemic
ALICE KAPLAN and LAURA MARRIS
States of Plague examines Albert Camus’s novel as a palimpsest of pandemic life, an uncannily relevant account of the psychology and politics of a public health crisis
University of Chicago Press | October
9780226815534 £16.00 Hardback
LITERARY CRITICISM

The Last Writings of Thomas S. Kuhn
Incommensurability in Science
THOMAS S. KUHN
A must-read follow-up to The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, one of the most important books of the twentieth century.
University of Chicago Press | December
9780226822747 £22.00 Hardback
SCIENCE

The Last Consolation Vanished
The Testimony of a Sonderkommando in Auschwitz
ZALMEN GRADOWSKI
A unique and haunting first-person Holocaust account by Zalmen Gradowski, a Sonderkommando prisoner killed in Auschwitz.
University of Chicago Press | October
9780226636788 £20.00 Hardback
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY
The Complete Works
Handbook, Discourses, and Fragments
EPICTETUS

The complete surviving works of Epictetus, the most influential Stoic philosopher from antiquity.

University of Chicago Press | October
9780226769332 £44.00 Hardback
PHILOSOPHY

City of Newsmen
Public Lies and Professional Secrets in Cold War Washington
KATHRYN J. MCGARR

An inside look at how midcentury DC journalists silenced their own skepticism and shaped public perceptions of the Cold War.

University of Chicago Press | October
9780226664040 £24.00 Hardback
HISTORY

When the News Broke
Chicago 1968 and the Polarizing of America
HEATHER HENDERSHOT

A riveting, blow-by-blow account of how the network broadcasts of the 1968 Democratic convention shattered faith in American media.

University of Chicago Press | December
9780226768526 £24.00 Hardback
HISTORY

The Capital Order
How Economists Invented Austerity and Paved the Way to Fascism
CLARA E. MATTEI

A groundbreaking examination of austerity’s dark intellectual origins.

University of Chicago Press | November
9780226818399 £24.00 Hardback
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS
Who Is the City For?
Architecture, Equity, and the Public Realm in Chicago
BLAIR KAMIN

A vividly illustrated collaboration between two of Chicago’s most celebrated architecture critics casts a wise and unsparing eye on inequities in the built environment and attempts to rectify them.

University of Chicago Press | November
9780226822730  £24.00   Hardback
HISTORY

Astrotopia
The Dangerous Religion of the Corporate Space Race
MARY-JANE RUBENSTEIN

A revealing look at the parallel mythologies behind the colonization of Earth and space—and a bold vision for a more equitable, responsible future both on and beyond our planet.

University of Chicago Press | December
9780226821122  £20.00   Hardback
SCIENCE

Get in the Game
An Interactive Introduction to Sports Analytics
TIM CHARTIER

A mathematician, who has advised the US Olympic Committee, NFL, and NBA, offers sports fans a new way to understand truly improbable feats in their favorite games.

University of Chicago Press | September
9780226811147  £15.00   Paper
SPORTS & RECREATION

The Doctor Who Wasn’t There
Technology, History, and the Limits of Telehealth
JEREMY A. GREENE

This gripping history shows how the electronic devices we use to access care influence the kind of care we receive.

University of Chicago Press | October
9780226800899  £24.00   Hardback
MEDICAL
Rethinking Hypothyroidism
Why Treatment Must Change and What Patients Can Do
ANTONIO C. BIANCO, MD
In this primer for patients, their families, and their doctors, a leading physician and scientist explains why the standard treatment for hypothyroidism fails many—and offers an empowering call for change.
University of Chicago Press | November
9780226823164  £18.00  Paper
MEDICAL

Collaborative Crisis Management
Prepare, Execute, Recover, Repeat
THOMAS A. COLE and PAUL VERBINNEN
Two experienced corporate crisis advisors offer a thorough and approachable guide to successful crisis management from anticipation to resolution.
University of Chicago Press | September
9780226821351  £76.00  Hardback
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS

Cancel Wars
How Universities Can Foster Free Speech, Promote Inclusion, and Renew Democracy
SIGAL R. BEN-PORATH
An even-handed exploration of the polarized state of campus politics that suggests ways for schools and universities to encourage discourse across difference.
University of Chicago Press | January
9780226823805  £16.00  Paper
EDUCATION

How Slavoj Became Zizek
The Digital Making of a Public Intellectual
ELIRAN BAR-EL
An engrossing account of the meteoric rise of contemporary philosophy’s most contentious and prolific intellectual.
University of Chicago Press | January
9780226823522  £24.00  Paper
SOCIAL SCIENCE
The Return of Resentment
The Rise and Decline and Rise Again of a Political Emotion
ROBERT A. SCHNEIDER
Charts the long history of resentment, from its emergence to its establishment as the word of the moment.
University of Chicago Press | February
9780226586434   £24.00   Hardback
LANGUAGE ARTS & DISCIPLINES

Fascism Comes to America
A Century of Obsession in Politics and Culture
BRUCE KUKLICK
A deeply relevant look at what fascism means to Americans.
University of Chicago Press | December
9780226821467   £28.00   Hardback
POLITICAL SCIENCE

Dangerous Children
On Seven Novels and a Story
KENNETH GROSS
Gross explores our complex fascination with uncanny children in works of fiction.
University of Chicago Press | October
9780226819778   £22.00   Hardback
LITERARY CRITICISM

Computing Taste
Algorithms and the Makers of Music Recommendation
NICK SEAVER
Meet the people who design the algorithms that capture our musical tastes.
University of Chicago Press | December
9780226822976   £16.00   Paper
COMPUTERS
The Tragic Science
How Economists Cause Harm (Even as They Aspire to Do Good)
GEORGE F. DEMARTINO
A forceful critique of the social science that has ruled—and damaged—the modern world.
University of Chicago Press | August
9780226821238  £28.00  Hardback
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS

Oceans under Glass
Tank Craft and the Sciences of the Sea
SAMANTHA MUKA
A welcome dive into the world of aquarium craft that offers much-needed knowledge about undersea environments.
University of Chicago Press | January
9780226824130  £28.00  Hardback
NATURE

Invested
How Three Centuries of Stock Market Advice Reshaped Our Money, Markets, and Minds
PAUL CROSTHWAIT, PETER KNIGHT, NICKY MARSH, HELEN PAUL, and JAMES TAYLOR
Invested examines the perennial and nefarious appeal of financial advice manuals.
University of Chicago Press | December
9780226821009  £24.00  Paper
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS

Casanova’s Lottery
The History of a Revolutionary Game of Chance
STEPHEN M. STIGLER
The fascinating story of an important lottery that flourished in France from 1757 to 1836 and its role in transforming our understanding of the nature of risk.
University of Chicago Press | October
9780226820798  £18.00  Paper
HISTORY
The Federal Reserve
A New History
ROBERT L. HETZEL
An illuminating history of the Fed from its founding through the tumult of 2020.
University of Chicago Press | November
9780226821658 £36.00 Hardback
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS

Temptation Transformed
The Story of How the Forbidden Fruit Became an Apple
AZZAN YADIN-ISRAEL
A journey into the mystery behind why the forbidden fruit became an apple.
University of Chicago Press | November
9780226820767 £22.00 Hardback
RELIGION

Gas Mask Nation
Visualizing Civil Air Defense in Wartime Japan
GENNIFER WEISENFELD
A fascinating look at the anxious pleasures of Japanese visual culture during World War II.
University of Chicago Press | December
9780226816449 £48.00 Hardback
HISTORY

Deep South
A Social Anthropological Study of Caste and Class
ALLISON DAVIS, BURleigh B. GARDNER, and MARY R. GARDNER
A classic examination of the lived realities of American racism, now with a new foreword from Pulitzer Prize winner Isabel Wilkerson.
University of Chicago Press | August
9780226817989 £16.00 Paper
SOCIAL SCIENCE
Black Paper
Writing in a Dark Time
TEJU COLE

A wide-ranging collection of essays from a celebrated master of the form.

University of Chicago Press | January
9780226823867 £14.00 Paper
LITERARY COLLECTIONS

We Are All Whalers
The Plight of Whales and Our Responsibility
MICHAEL J. MOORE

Relating his experiences caring for endangered whales, a veterinarian and marine scientist shows we can all share in the salvation of these imperiled animals.

University of Chicago Press | September
9780226823997 £15.00 Paper
NATURE

Leave Me Alone and I’ll Make You Rich
How the Bourgeois Deal Enriched the World
DEIRDRE NANSEN MCCLOSKEY and ART CARDEN

An accessible and approachable distillation of McCloskey’s influential Bourgeois trilogy.

University of Chicago Press | November
9780226823980 £16.00 Paper
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS

The Modern Myths
Adventures in the Machinery of the Popular Imagination
PHILIP BALL

With The Modern Myths, brilliant science communicator Philip Ball spins a new yarn. From novels and comic books to B-movies, it is an epic exploration of literature, new media and technology, the nature of storytelling, and the making and meaning of our most important tales.

University of Chicago Press | October
9780226823843 £18.00 Paper
LITERARY CRITICISM
Gen Z, Explained
The Art of Living in a Digital Age
ROBERTA KATZ, SARAH OGILVIE, JANE SHAW, and LINDA WOODHEAD

An optimistic and nuanced portrait of a generation that has much to teach us about how to live and collaborate in our digital world.

University of Chicago Press | October
9780226823966   £13.00   Paper
SOCIAL SCIENCE

The Ashtray
(Or the Man Who Denied Reality)
ERROL MORRIS

Filmmaker Errol Morris offers his perspective on the world and his powerful belief in the necessity of truth.

University of Chicago Press | November
9780226922690   £20.00   Paper
PHILOSOPHY

Invisible China
How the Urban-Rural Divide Threatens China’s Rise
SCOTT ROZELLE and NATALIE HELL

China’s incredible growth has a darker side—it has relied heavily on unskilled labor and the result is not sustainable. This book speaks to an urgent humanitarian concern but also a potential economic crisis that could upend economies and foreign relations around the globe.

University of Chicago Press | November
9780226824017   £16.00   Paper
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS

Foxconned
Imaginary Jobs, Bulldozed Homes, and the Sacking of Local Government
LAWRENCE TABAK

Powerful and resonant, Foxconned is both the definitive autopsy of the Foxconn fiasco and a dire warning to communities and states nationwide.

University of Chicago Press | November
9780226824055   £14.00   Paper
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS
Gossip Men
J. Edgar Hoover, Joe McCarthy, Roy Cohn, and the Politics of Insinuation
CHRISTOPHER M. ELIAS

Gossip Men reveals how three infamous figures—J. Edgar Hoover, Joseph McCarthy, and Roy Cohn—used tabloid techniques to redraw the lines of power in midcentury America.

University of Chicago Press | September
9780226823935  £18.00  Paper
HISTORY

Future Sea
How to Rescue and Protect the World’s Oceans
DEBORAH ROWAN WRIGHT

A counterintuitive and compelling argument that existing laws already protect the entirety of our oceans—and a call to understand and enforce those protections.

University of Chicago Press | October
9780226824086  £12.00  Paper
SCIENCE

Hearing Happiness
Deafness Cures in History
JAIPREET VIRDII

Weaving together lyrical history and personal memoir, Virdi powerfully examines society’s—and her own—perception of life as a deaf person in America.

University of Chicago Press | November
9780226824062  £16.00  Paper
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY

Crap
A History of Cheap Stuff in America
WENDY A. WOLOSON

Crap is not necessarily crappy: the cheap crap that makes up our lives is surprisingly insightful, offering a new way to understand ourselves—our values and our desires in the American capitalist culture.

University of Chicago Press | October
9780226824079  £16.00  Paper
HISTORY
Big Med
Megaproviders and the High Cost of Health Care in America
DAVID DRANOVE and LAWTON ROBERT BURNS

Big Med is all around us, and bigger is not better. In fact, it’s destroying our health. Dranove and Burns break down how we got here and the steps needed to cultivate a system of better care for all.

University of Chicago Press | November
9780226823928   £18.00   Paper
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS

Life and Research
A Survival Guide for Early-Career Biomedical Scientists
PARIS H. GREY and DAVID G. OPPENHEIMER

Practical advice on how to survive and thrive in a scientific research lab.

University of Chicago Press | October
9780226822099   £16.00   Paper
SCIENCE

Oil Beach
How Toxic Infrastructure Threatens Life in the Ports of Los Angeles and Beyond
CHRISTINA DUNBAR-HESTER

Can the stories of bananas, whales, sea birds, and otters teach us to reconsider the seaport as a place of ecological violence, tied to oil, capital, and trade?

University of Chicago Press | January
9780226819716   £24.00   Paper
NATURE

Dr. Nurse
Science, Politics, and the Transformation of American Nursing
DOMINIQUE A. TOBBELL

An analysis of the efforts of American nurses to establish nursing as an academic discipline and nurses as valued researchers in the decades after World War II.

University of Chicago Press | December
9780226822907   £28.00   Paper
MEDICAL
Language and the Rise of the Algorithm
JEFFREY M. BINDER
A wide-ranging history of the intellectual developments that produced the modern idea of the algorithm.
University of Chicago Press | December
9780226822532 £36.00 Hardback
COMPUTERS

The Perfection of Nature
Animals, Breeding, and Race in the Renaissance
MACKENZIE COOLEY
A deep history of how Renaissance Italy and the Spanish empire were shaped by a lingering fascination with breeding.
University of Chicago Press | November
9780226822266 £90.00 Hardback
SCIENCE

Brown Skins, White Coats
Race Science in India, 1920–66
PROJIT BIHARI MUKHARJI
A unique narrative structure brings the history of race science in mid-twentieth-century India to vivid life.
University of Chicago Press | December
9780226822990 £84.00 Hardback
SCIENCE

Disputed Inheritance
The Battle over Mendel and the Future of Biology
GREGORY RADICK
A root-and-branch rethinking of how history has shaped the science of genetics.
University of Chicago Press | January
9780226822709 £90.00 Hardback
SCIENCE
Birth Figures
Early Modern Prints and the Pregnant Body
REBECCA WHITELEY

The first full study of “birth figures,” sets of illustrations which were widely reproduced in early modern books on childbirth and midwifery.

University of Chicago Press | December
9780226823126   £40.00   Hardback
SCIENCE

Axiomatics
Mathematical Thought and High Modernism
ALMA STEINGART

The first history of postwar mathematics, offering a new interpretation of the rise of abstraction and axiomatics in the twentieth century.

University of Chicago Press | January
9780226824208   £28.00   Paper
MATHEMATICS

Of Maybugs and Men
A History and Philosophy of the Sciences of Homosexuality
PIETER R. ADRIAENS and ANDREAS DE BLOCK

A much-needed exploration of the history and philosophy of scientific research into male homosexuality.

University of Chicago Press | November
9780226822440   £28.00   Paper
SOCIAL SCIENCE

Media and the Mind
Art, Science, and Notebooks as Paper Machines, 1700-1830
MATTHEW DANIEL EDDY

A beautifully illustrated argument that reveals notebooks as extraordinary paper machines that transformed knowledge on the page and in the mind.

University of Chicago Press | December
9780226183862   £52.00   Hardback
HISTORY
Reading the Book of Nature
How Eight Best Sellers Reconnected Christianity and the Sciences on the Eve of the Victorian Age
JONATHAN R. TOPHAM
A powerful reimagining of the world in which a young Charles Darwin developed his theory of evolution.
University of Chicago Press | October
9780226815763  £38.00  Hardback
SCIENCE

Renegade Rhymes
Rap Music, Narrative, and Knowledge in Taiwan
MEREDITH SCHWEIG
A close look at how Taiwanese musicians are using rap music as a creative way to explore and reconcile Taiwanese identity and history.
University of Chicago Press | July
9780226819587  £24.00  Paper
MUSIC

Stacked Decks
Building Inspectors and the Reproduction of Urban Inequality
ROBIN BARTRAM
A surprising look at the power and perspectives of city building inspectors as they seek to navigate within the inequalities of today's housing environment.
University of Chicago Press | August
9780226819068  £76.00  Hardback
SOCIAL SCIENCE

The Fruits of Opportunism
Noncompliance and the Evolution of China’s Supplemental Education Industry
LE LIN
An in-depth examination of the regulatory, entrepreneurial, and organizational factors contributing to the expansion and transformation of China’s supplemental education industry.
University of Chicago Press | October
9780226821511  £28.00  Paper
SOCIAL SCIENCE
The Punishment of Pirates
Interpretation and Institutional Order in the Early Modern British Empire
MATTHEW NORTON
An exploration of how the British Empire policed piracy that balances a sociological investigation into maritime state power with epic storytelling.
University of Chicago Press | January
9780226823119 £24.00 Paper
HISTORY

Fair Share
Senior Activism, Tiny Publics, and the Culture of Resistance
GARY ALAN FINE
A deeply researched ethnographic portrait of progressive senior activists in Chicago who demonstrate how a tiny public wields collective power to advocate for broad social change.
University of Chicago Press | January
9780226823836 £26.00 Paper
SOCIAL SCIENCE

Experimenting the Human
Art, Music, and the Contemporary Posthuman
G DOUGLAS BARRETT
An engaging argument about what experimental music can tell us about being human.
University of Chicago Press | January
9780226823409 £22.00 Paper
MUSIC

Touchy Subject
The History and Philosophy of Sex Education
LAUREN BIALYSTOK and LISA M. F. ANDERSEN
A case for sex education that puts it in historical and philosophical context.
University of Chicago Press | November
9780226822181 £20.00 Paper
EDUCATION
Josef Albers, Late Modernism, and Pedagogic Form
JEFFREY SALETNIK
An incisive analysis of the pedagogy of influential artist and teacher Josef Albers.
University of Chicago Press | September
9780226699172  £32.00  Hardback
ART

Lateness and Longing
On the Afterlife of Photography
GEORGE BAKER
How a generation of women artists is transforming photography with analogue techniques.
University of Chicago Press | January
9780226035116  £44.00  Hardback
PHOTOGRAPHY

What Is African Art?
A Short History
PETER PROBST
A history of the evolving field of African art.
University of Chicago Press | December
9780226793153  £28.00  Paper
ART

Non-Literary Fiction
Art of the Americas Under Neoliberalism
ESTHER GABARA
Explores a new form of fiction that emerged in late-twentieth-century visual art across the Americas.
University of Chicago Press | December
9780226822358  £28.00  Paper
ART
Not-Forgetting: Contemporary Art and the Interrogation of Mastery
ROSALYN DEUTSCHE
Explores contemporary art that challenges deadly desires for mastery and dominion.
University of Chicago Press | December
9780226819600 £84.00 Hardback
ART

Spiritual Moderns: Twentieth-Century American Artists and Religion
ERIKA DOSS
Examines how and why religion matters in the history of modern American art.
University of Chicago Press | January
9780226820910 £28.00 Hardback
ART

The Connected Iron Age: Interregional Networks in the Eastern Mediterranean, 900–600 BCE
Edited by JONATHAN M. HALL and JAMES F. OSBORNE
An interdisciplinary consideration of how eastern Mediterranean cultures in the first millennium BCE were meaningfully connected.
University of Chicago Press | October
9780226819044 £36.00 Hardback
HISTORY

Atmospheres of Projection: Environmentality in Art and Screen Media
GIULIANA BRUNO
Bringing together cultural history, visual studies, and media archaeology, Bruno considers the interrelations of projection, atmosphere, and environment.
University of Chicago Press | September
9780226817453 £36.00 Hardback
ART
Whose America?
Culture Wars in the Public Schools
JONATHAN ZIMMERMAN

In this expanded edition of his 2002 book, Zimmerman surveys how battles over public education have become conflicts at the heart of American national identity.

University of Chicago Press | September
9780226820392  £24.00  Paper
POLITICAL SCIENCE

Beauty and the Brain
The Science of Human Nature in Early America
RACHEL E. WALKER

Examining the history of phrenology and physiognomy, Beauty and the Brain proposes a bold new way of understanding the connection between science, politics, and popular culture in early America.

University of Chicago Press | November
9780226822563  £36.00  Hardback
SCIENCE

City of Dignity
Christianity, Liberalism, and the Making of Global Los Angeles
SEAN T. DEMPSEY

City of Dignity illuminates how liberal Protestants quietly, yet indelibly, shaped the progressive ethics of postwar Los Angeles.

University of Chicago Press | January
9780226823768  £36.00  Hardback
HISTORY

Plowshares into Swords
Weaponized Knowledge, Liberal Order, and the League of Nations
DAVID EKBLADH

An in-depth look at how the ideas formulated by the interwar League of Nations shaped American thinking on the modern global order.

University of Chicago Press | October
9780226820491  £32.00  Hardback
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Religious Liberty and the American Founding
Natural Rights and the Original Meanings of the First Amendment Religion Clauses
VINCENT PHILLIP MUÑOZ
An insightful rethinking of the meaning of the First Amendment’s protection of religious freedom.
University of Chicago Press | August
9780226821443 £24.00 Paper
POLITICAL SCIENCE

Persuasion in Parallel
How Information Changes Minds about Politics
ALEXANDER COPPOCK
A bold re-examination of how political attitudes change in response to information.
University of Chicago Press | November
9780226821849 £28.00 Paper
POLITICAL SCIENCE

Constructing Basic Liberties
A Defense of Substantive Due Process
JAMES E. FLEMING
A strong and lively defense of substantive due process.
University of Chicago Press | August
9780226821405 £24.00 Paper
LAW

The Making of Environmental Law
RICHARD J. LAZARUS
University of Chicago Press | November
9780226695457 £32.00 Paper
LAW
Dynamic Democracy
Public Opinion, Elections, and Policy Making in the American States
DEVIN CAUGHEY and CHRISTOPHER WARSHAW
A new perspective on policy responsiveness in American government.
University of Chicago Press | November
9780226822228 £24.00 Paper
POLITICAL SCIENCE

Prisoners of Their Premises
How Unexamined Assumptions Lead to War and Other Policy Debacles
GEORGE C. EDWARDS III
A timely look at the real costs of leaders not examining their assumptions.
University of Chicago Press | November
9780226822822 £20.00 Paper
POLITICAL SCIENCE

How Policies Make Interest Groups
Governments, Unions, and American Education
MICHAEL T. HARTNEY
A critical, revelatory examination of teacher unions’ rise and influence in American politics.
University of Chicago Press | September
9780226820903 £28.00 Paper
EDUCATION

Delivering on Promises
The Domestic Politics of Compliance in International Courts
LAUREN J. PERITZ
A timely investigation into the conditions that make international agreements—and the institutions that enforce them—vulnerable.
University of Chicago Press | November
9780226822150 £28.00 Paper
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Measuring Distribution and Mobility of Income and Wealth
RAJ CHETTY, JOHN N. FRIEDMAN, JANET C. GORNICK, BARRY JOHNSON, and ARTHUR KENNICKELL

A collection of twenty-three studies that explore the latest developments in the analysis of income and wealth distribution and mobility.

University of Chicago Press | October
9780226816036 £132.00 Hardback
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS

Migration and Health
Edited by SANDRO GALEA, CATHERINE K. ETTMAN, and MUHAMMAD H. ZAMAN

A new introduction to a timeless dynamic: how the movement of humans affects health everywhere.

University of Chicago Press | November
9780226822501 £30.00 Paper
MEDICAL

The Problem of the Fetish
WILLIAM PIETZ

A groundbreaking account of the origins and history of the idea of fetishism.

University of Chicago Press | November
9780226821818 £22.00 Paper
SOCIAL SCIENCE

Chinese Whispers
Toward a Transpacific Poetics
YUNTE HUANG

*Chinese Whispers* examines multiple contact zones between the Anglophone and Sinophone worlds, investigating how poetry both enables and complicates the transpacific production of meaning.

University of Chicago Press | November
9780226822655 £20.00 Paper
LITERARY CRITICISM
Professing Criticism
Essays on the Organization of Literary Study
JOHN GUILLORY

A sociological history of literary studies—both as a discipline and as a profession.

University of Chicago Press | November
9780226821306 £24.00 Paper
LITERARY CRITICISM

Maladies of the Will
The American Novel and the Modernity Problem
JENNIFER L. FLEISSNER

An examination of the nineteenth-century American novel that argues for a new genealogy of the concept of the will.

University of Chicago Press | December
9780226822020 £28.00 Paper
LITERARY CRITICISM

The Abyss or Life Is Simple
Reading Knausgaard Writing Religion
COURTNEY BENDER, JEREMY BILES, LIANE CARLSON, JOSHUA DUBLER, HANNAH C. GARVEY, M. COOPER HARRISS, WINNIFRED FALLERS SULLIVAN, and ERIK THORSTENSEN

An absorbing collection of essays on religious textures in Knausgaard’s writings and our time.

University of Chicago Press | October
9780226821344 £20.00 Paper
LITERARY CRITICISM

Inventing Philosophy’s Other
Phenomenology in America
JONATHAN STRASSFELD

The history of phenomenology, and its absence, in American philosophy.

University of Chicago Press | October
9780226821597 £24.00 Paper
PHILOSOPHY
Loving the World Appropriately
Persuasion and the Transformation of Subjectivity
JAMES L. KASTELY
A revolutionary approach to rhetoric that asks why audiences need persuading.
University of Chicago Press | November
9780226822105  £36.00  Hardback
PHILOSOPHY

The Copy Generic
How the Nonspecific Makes Our Social Worlds
SCOTT MACLOCHLAINN
An illuminating look at how the “generic” is key to how we make meaning in the world.
University of Chicago Press | November
9780226822778  £22.00  Paper
SOCIAL SCIENCE

Nietzsche’s Kind of Philosophy
Finding His Way
RICHARD SCHACHT
A holistic reading of Nietzsche’s distinctive thought beyond the “death of God.”
University of Chicago Press | December
9780226822853  £40.00  Hardback
PHILOSOPHY

The Varieties of Atheism
Connecting Religion and Its Critics
Edited by DAVID NEWHEISER
Thoughtful essays to revive dialogue about atheism beyond belief.
University of Chicago Press | December
9780226822693  £26.00  Paper
RELIGION
The Delight Makers
Anglo-American Metaphysical Religion and the Pursuit of Happiness
CATHERINE L. ALBANESE
An ambitious history of desire in American religion across three centuries.
University of Chicago Press | January
9780226823546 £24.00 Paper
RELIGION

Madness, Language, Literature
MICHEL FOUCALUT
Newly published lectures by Foucault on madness, literature, and structuralism.
University of Chicago Press | February
9780226774831 £28.00 Hardback
PHILOSOPHY

The Family Idiot
Gustave Flaubert, 1821–1857, An Abridged Edition
JEAN-PAUL SARTRE
An approachable abridgment of Sartre’s important analysis of Flaubert.
University of Chicago Press | January
9780226822327 £21.00 Paper
LITERARY CRITICISM

The World Is Our Stage
The Global Rhetorical Presidency and the Cold War
ALLISON M. PRASCH
A fresh account of the US presidential rhetoric embodied in Cold War international travel.
University of Chicago Press | January
9780226823669 £26.00 Paper
LANGUAGE ARTS & DISCIPLINES
Metaracial
Hegel, Antiblackness, and Political Identity
REI TERADA
A formidable critical project on the limits of antiracist philosophy.
University of Chicago Press | January
9780226823713  £21.00  Paper
SOCIAL SCIENCE

The Evolution of Pragmatism in India
Ambedkar, Dewey, and the Rhetoric of Reconstruction
SCOTT R. STROUD
The story of how the Indian reformer Bhimrao Ambedkar reimagined John Dewey’s pragmatism.
University of Chicago Press | January
9780226824321  £24.00  Paper
Paper $29.00s/£24.00
LANGUAGE ARTS & DISCIPLINES

Voices That Matter
Kurdish Women at the Limits of Representation in Contemporary Turkey
MARLENE SCHÄFERS
A fine-grained ethnography exploring the sociopolitical power of Kurdish women’s voices in contemporary Turkey.
University of Chicago Press | December
9780226823058  £24.00  Paper
SOCIAL SCIENCE

The Face of Peace
Government Pedagogy amid Disinformation in Colombia
GWEN BURNYEAT
A multi-scale ethnography of government pedagogy in Colombia and its impact on peace.
University of Chicago Press | September
9780226821627  £28.00  Paper
SOCIAL SCIENCE
Undesirable
Passionate Mobility and Women’s Defiance of French Colonial Policing, 1919–1952
JENNIFER ANNE BOITTIN
Archival research into policing and surveillance of migrant women illuminates pressing contemporary issues.
University of Chicago Press | November
9780226822259  £28.00  Paper
HISTORY

When Spinoza Met Marx
Experiments in Nonhumanist Activity
TRACIE MATYSIK
Explores concepts that bring together the thinking of Spinoza and Marx.
University of Chicago Press | November
9780226822334  £32.00  Hardback
PHILOSOPHY

From the Ruins of Enlightenment
Beethoven and Schubert in Their Solitude
RICHARD KRAMER
Richard Kramer follows the work of Beethoven and Schubert from 1815 through to the final months of their lives, when each were increasingly absorbed in iconic projects that would soon enough inspire notions of “late style.”
University of Chicago Press | November
9780226821634  £40.00  Hardback
MUSIC

New Orleans and the Creation of Transatlantic Opera, 1819–1859
CHARLOTTE BENTLEY
A history of nineteenth-century New Orleans and the people who made it a vital, if unexpected, part of an emerging operatic world.
University of Chicago Press | December
9780226823089  £44.00  Hardback
MUSIC
Thinking with Sound
A New Program in the Sciences and Humanities around 1900
VIKTORIA TKACZYK

Thinking with Sound traces the formation of auditory knowledge in the sciences and humanities in the decades around 1900.

University of Chicago Press | January
9780226823287   £44.00   Hardback
MUSIC

Rachmaninoff and His World
Edited by PHILIP ROSS BULLOCK

A biography of composer Sergei Rachmaninoff, published in collaboration with the Bard Music Festival.

University of Chicago Press | August
9780226823751   £28.00   Pape
MUSIC

Tuning the World
FANNY GRIBENSKI

Tuning the World tells the unknown story of how the musical pitch A 440 became the global norm.

University of Chicago Press | January
9780226823263   £44.00   Hardback
MUSIC

The Inner Sea
Maritime Literary Culture in Early Modern Portugal
JOSIAH BLACKMORE

An expansive consideration of how nautical themes influenced literature in early modern Portugal.

University of Chicago Press | September
9780226820460   £28.00   Hardback
LITERARY CRITICISM
Rhetorical Renaissance
The Mistress Art and Her Masterworks
KATHY EDEN

Kathy Eden reveals the unexplored classical rhetorical theory at the heart of iconic Renaissance literary works.

University of Chicago Press | September
9780226821269  £20.00  Paper
LITERARY CRITICISM

Knots, or the Violence of Desire in Renaissance Florence
EMANUELE LUGLI

An interdisciplinary study of hair through the art, philosophy, and science of fifteenth-century Florence.

University of Chicago Press | January
9780226822518  £28.00  Hardback
ART

The Channeled Image
Art and Media Politics after Television
ERICA LEVIN

A fascinating look at artistic experiments with televisual forms.

University of Chicago Press | November
9780226821955  £26.00  Paper
ART

Science on a Mission
How Military Funding Shaped What We Do and Don’t Know about the Ocean
NAOMI ORESKES

A vivid portrait of how Naval oversight shaped American oceanography, revealing what difference it makes who pays for science.

University of Chicago Press | October
9780226824000  £26.00  Paper
SCIENCE
A Philosopher’s Economist
Hume and the Rise of Capitalism
MARGARET SCHABAS and CARL WENNERLIND
Reconsiders the centrality and legacy of Hume’s economic thought and serves as an important springboard for reflections on the philosophical underpinnings of economics.
University of Chicago Press | January
9780226824024  £36.00  Paper
PHILOSOPHY

Invisible Hands
Self-Organization and the Eighteenth Century
JONATHAN SHEEHAN and DROR WAHRMAN
A synthesis of eighteenth-century intellectual and cultural developments that offers an original explanation of how Enlightenment thought grappled with the problem of divine agency.
University of Chicago Press | December
9780226824048  £28.00  Paper
HISTORY

Vanished Giants
The Lost World of the Ice Age
ANTHONY J. STUART
Featuring numerous illustrations, this book explores the many lessons to be learned from Pleistocene megafauna, including the role of humans in their extinction, their disappearance at the start of the Sixth Extinction, and what they might teach us about contemporary conservation crises.
University of Chicago Press | July
9780226824031  £28.00  Paper
SCIENCE

Like Andy Warhol
JONATHAN FLATLEY
A revelatory look at Warhol’s likeness-producing practices, reflecting the singular artist’s whole range of interests and media.
University of Chicago Press | December
9780226823942  £28.00  Paper
ART
Crime and Justice, Volume 51
Prisons and Prisoners
Edited by MICHAEL TONRY and SANDRA BUCERIUS
Volume 51 is a thematic volume on Prisons and Prisoners.
University of Chicago Press Journals | January
9780226825076  £52.00  Paper
LAW

Afterall
Fall/Winter 2022, Issue 54
Edited by ELISA ADAMI, AMANDA CARNEIRO, NAV HAQ, MARK LEWIS, ADEENA MEY, and CHARLES STANKIEVECH
The newest issue from the triannual journal of art history and theory.
University of Chicago Press Journals | November
9781846382628  £17.00  Paper
ART

Metropolitan Museum Journal, 2022
Volume 57
Edited by THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART
The latest volume in the Metropolitan Museum Journal series.
University of Chicago Press Journals | January
9780226824642  £44.00  Paper
ART

The Supreme Court Review, 2021
Edited by DAVID A. STRAUSS, GEOFFREY R. STONE, JUSTIN DRIVER, and WILLIAM BAudeau
The latest volume in the Supreme Court Review series.
University of Chicago Press Journals | August
9780226825090  £64.00  Hardback
LAW
The Language of Languages
NGÛGÎ WA THION’O
With clear, conversational prose, this is the first book dedicated entirely to Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o’s writings on translation.
Seagull Books | August
9781803090719   £13.99   Hardback
LITERARY CRITICISM

Hölderlin, Holed Up
1806–1843
GIORGIO AGAMBEN
One of Europe’s greatest living philosophers, Giorgio Agamben, analyzes the life and work of one of Europe’s greatest poets, Friedrich Hölderlin.
Seagull Books | November
9781803091150   £18.99   Hardback
LITERARY CRITICISM

The Soul of Brutes
CARLO GINZBURG
A collection of diverse yet interconnected essays from one of the world’s most respected historians.
Seagull Books | November
9781803090726   £18.99   Hardback
HISTORY

Critical Essays
Volume 1: 1944–1948
GEORGES BATAILLE
This first book in a three-volume collection of Georges Bataille’s essays introduces English readers to his philosophical and critical writings.
Seagull Books | December
9781803090603   £22.99   Hardback
LITERARY CRITICISM
Well-Kept Ruins
HÉLÈNE CIXOUS
A genre-defying book from one of France’s most well-known philosopher-writers.

Seagull Books | September
9781803090597 £15.99 Hardback
LITERARY CRITICISM

The Rest Is Slander
Five Stories
THOMAS BERNHARD
A collection of previously untranslated stories from a master of twentieth-century Austrian literature, Thomas Bernhard.

Seagull Books | October
9781803090672 £15.99 Hardback
FICTION

Russia Container
ALEXANDER KLUGE
An intellectually stimulating yet accessible collection of short vignettes on Russia and Germany by Alexander Kluge.

Seagull Books | September
9781803090658 £20.99 Hardback
FICTION

The Poems
ROBERT WALSER
The first complete publication of Robert Walser’s poems translated into English.

Seagull Books | October
9781803090696 £25.99 Hardback
POETRY
Living Translation
GAYATRI CHAKRAVORTY SPIVAK
A collection that brings together Spivak’s wide-ranging writings on translation for the first time.
Seagull Books | August
9781803091136   £20.99   Paper
LITERARY CRITICISM

Spivak Moving
GAYATRI CHAKRAVORTY SPIVAK
This collection offers a broad range of Spivak’s recent essays, lectures, and other writings that speak to her groundbreaking work in feminism, deconstruction, Marxism, and subaltern studies.
Seagull Books | December
9781803090733   £29.99   Paper
LITERARY CRITICISM

“La Clarté Notre-Dame” and “The Last Book of the Madrigals”
PHILIPPE JACCOTTET
The last works of the last great classic European poet now available in English.
Seagull Books | October
9781803090610   £13.99   Hardback
POETRY

Marina Tsvetaeva
To Die in Yelabuga
VÉNUS KHOURY-GHATA
A biographic novel that captures the tempestuous and moving life of the poet Marina Tsvetaeva.
Seagull Books | September
9781803090634   £15.99   Hardback
FICTION
This Thing Called Love
ALAWIYA SOBH
A heart-wrenching story about love, loss, sex, the friendship between women, and the universal struggle to come to terms with death.
Seagull Books | November
9781803090788 £20.99 Hardback
FICTION

The Thankless Foreigner
IRENA BREŽNÁ
A novel that offers a timely and important viewpoint on the immigration experience about the need for resistance to blind assimilation in a host country.
Seagull Books | October
9781803090818 £15.99 Hardback
FICTION

Vanity Unfair
ZUZANA CIGÁNOVÁ
Set in Slovakia, a revealing narrative about contemporary society.
Seagull Books | October
9781803090825 £15.99 Hardback
FICTION

Love
TOMAS ESPEDAL
An introspective narrative propelled towards a universal truth.
Seagull Books | August
9781803090801 £13.99 Hardback
FICTION
The Tears
PASCAL QUIGNARD

A novel of intersecting historical threads.

Seagull Books | December
9781803090641   £18.99   Hardback

FICTION

The Master
PATRICK RAMBAUD

The extraordinary life of Zhuang Zhou sits halfway between fable and philosophy.

Seagull Books | November
9781803090627   £18.99   Hardback

FICTION

Paris, So to Speak
NAVID KERMANI

A romantic novel like no other.

Seagull Books | November
9781803090702   £18.99   Hardback

FICTION

A Fine Couple
GERT LOSCHÜTZ

The story of the paradoxical relationship of two parents.

Seagull Books | December
9781803090665   £18.99   Hardback

FICTION
Revolving Door
KATJA LANGE-MÜLLER
The English debut of an idiosyncratic narrative voice.
Seagull Books | December
9781803090689 £15.99 Hardback
FICTION

The Blue Light
HUSSEIN BARGHOUTHII
The Blue Light is an autobiographical novel in chapters and vignettes that travels through memory, time, and language.
Seagull Books | December
9781803090832 £15.99 Hardback
FICTION

Truth/Untruth
MAHASWETA DEVI
A trenchant, darkly humorous, and unsentimental look at Calcutta society.
Seagull Books | November
9781803090771 £15.99 Hardback
FICTION

Barricade
UTPAL DUTT
A political play staging the Nazi takeover of Germany with an eye on India.
Seagull Books | August
9781803090511 £12.99 Paper
DRAMA
Undermining the Idea of India
GAUTAM PATEL
A searing manifesto for troubled times in India.
Seagull Books | September
9781803090764   £6.99   Hardback
LAW

The Second Wave
Reflections on the Pandemic through Photography, Performance and Public Culture
RUSTOM BHARUCHA
Lessons in resilience in the second wave of the Covid-19 pandemic in India.
Seagull Books | September
9781803090757   £18.99   Paper
PERFORMING ARTS

Traces of Boots on Tongue
and Other Stories
RAJKAMAL CHAUDHARY
A literary glimpse into the early decades of independent India.
Seagull Books | November
9781803090795   £15.99   Hardback
FICTION

Now in Paperback
Air Raid
ALEXANDER KLUGE
A powerful work by the heralded writer, this collection is a touchstone event in German literature of the post-war era.
Seagull Books | August
9781803090368   £7.99   Paper
Now in Paperback

Father’s on the Phone with the Flies
A Selection
HERTA MÜLLER

An unexpected, exciting work from one of the most protean writers ever to win the Nobel Prize.

Seagull Books | August
9781803090450  £11.99  Paper
POETRY

Now in Paperback

Anselm Kiefer in Conversation with Klaus Dermutz
ANSELM KIEFER and KLAUS DERMUTZ

In the ten conversations with the writer and theologian Klaus Dermutz collected here, Kiefer returns to the essential elements of his art, his aesthetics, and his creative processes.

Seagull Books | August
9781803090382  £12.99  Paper
ART

Now in Paperback

Eulogy for the Living
Taking Flight
CHRISTA WOLF

A fragmentary work that stands as a testament to Wolf’s skill as a thinker, storyteller, and memorializer of humanity’s greatest struggles.

Seagull Books | August
9781803090399  £7.99  Paper
FICTION

Now in Paperback

Collected Poems
THOMAS BERNHARD

Bernhard’s Collected Poem is a key to understanding Bernhard’s irascible black comedy found in virtually all of his writings—even down to his last will and testament.

Seagull Books | August
9781803090504  £14.99  Paper
POETRY
**Now in Paperback**

**Comedies**
ROBERT WALSER


**Seagull Books | August**
9781803090498  £11.99  Paper
DRAMA

**Now in Paperback**

**Panopticon**
HANS MAGNUS ENZENSBERGER

A collection of daring short essays on topical themes, including politics, economics, religion, society.

**Seagull Books | August**
9781803090436  £9.99  Paper
LITERARY CRITICISM

**Now in Paperback**

**Tumult**
HANS MAGNUS ENZENSBERGER

A collection of writings based on Enzensberger’s personal experience as a left-wing sympathizer during the 1960s.

**Seagull Books | August**
9781803090443  £11.99  Paper
LITERARY COLLECTIONS

**Now in Paperback**

**At the Burning Abyss**
Experiencing the Georg Trakl Poem
FRANZ FÜHMANN

Franz Fühmann’s magnum opus.

**Seagull Books | August**
9781803090412  £11.99  Paper
LITERARY CRITICISM
Now in Paperback

Requiem for Ernst Jandl
FRIEDERIEKE MAYRÖCKER
A lyrical requiem for Mayröcker’s late partner, the writer Ernst Jandl.
Seagull Books | August
9781803090429 £7.99 Paper
POETRY

Now in Paperback

Bad Words
Selected Short Prose
ILSE AICHINGER
A moving work of fiction from one of the most important writers of postwar Austrian and German literature.
Seagull Books | August
9781803090467 £9.99 Paper
FICTION

Now in Paperback

The Blue Soda Siphon
URS WIDMER
A magnificent example of Urs Widmer’s characteristic humor, literary genius, and unparalleled imagination.
Seagull Books | August
9781803090474 £7.99 Paper
FICTION

Now in Paperback

Lyric Novella
ANNEMARIE SCHWARZENBACH
Schwarzenbach’s clear, psychologically acute prose makes this novella an evocative narrative, with many intriguing parallels to her own life.
Seagull Books | August
9781803090375 £9.99 Paper
LITERARY COLLECTIONS
Now in Paperback

Cox
or, The Course of Time
CHRISTOPH RANSMAYR

Richly imagined and recounted in vivid prose of extraordinary beauty, this book is a stunning illustration of Ransmayr’s talent for imbuing a captivating tale with intense metaphorical, indeed metaphysical force.

Seagull Books | August
9781803090405 £11.99 Paper
FICTION

Now in Paperback

Fly Away, Pigeon
MELINDA NADJ ABONJI

Tells the heart-wrenching story of a family torn between emigration and immigration and paints evocative portraits of the former Yugoslavia and modern-day Switzerland.

Seagull Books | August
9781803090481 £11.99 Paper
FICTION

Now in Paperback

Obscurity
PHILIPPE JACCOTTET

The story of an intense encounter between two men who were once very close and now must grapple with the fractured ideals that separate them.

Seagull Books | August
9781803090559 £7.99 Paper
FICTION

Now in Paperback

The Pilgrim’s Bowl
(Giorgio Morandi)
PHILIPPE JACCOTTET

A meditation on the work of Italian artist Giorgio Morandi and its power to evoke a complexity of emotions and astonishment.

Seagull Books | August
9781803090542 £7.99 Paper
ART
Now in Paperback
This Strange Idea of the Beautiful
FRANÇOIS JULLIEN
An exploration of what it means when we say something is beautiful.
Seagull Books | August
9781803090573  £11.99  Paper
PHILOSOPHY

Now in Paperback
The Philosophy of Living
FRANÇOIS JULLIEN
This volume asks poignant questions about what it means to be alive
and inhabit the present.
Seagull Books | August
9781803090566  £11.99  Paper
PHILOSOPHY

Now in Paperback
Against Nature
The Notebooks
TOMAS ESPEDAL
The companion volume to Espedal’s Against Art, written in his
characteristic poetic prose.
Seagull Books | August
9781803090535  £9.99  Paper
FICTION

Now in Paperback
Seven Days in August
BRIT BILDØEN
Told in Bildøen’s signature lyrical prose, this story slowly unfurls the
horrors of a national tragedy, while peeling back the layers of sorrow
that infect relationships over time.
Seagull Books | August
9781803090580  £9.99  Paper
FICTION
The Matter of Language
Abstraction and Poetry
BENJAMIN NOYS
A critical intervention on the relationship between language and matter.
Seagull Books | December
9781803090740  £20.99  Paper
LITERARY CRITICISM

Fauna
and Other Plays
ROMINA PAULA
The best-known dramatic works of Paula in its first English translation.
Seagull Books | December
9781803090849  £25.99  Paper
DRAMA

Mobile Girls Koottam
Working Women Speak
MADHUMITA DUTTA
A humorous chronicle that explores contemporary media in the lives of Indian working women.
Seagull Books | April
9789390514458  £0.00  Paper
COMICS & GRAPHIC NOVELS

The Academy and the Award
The Coming of Age of Oscar and the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
BRUCE DAVIS
The first behind-the-scenes history of the organization behind the Academy Awards.
Brandeis University Press | October
9781684581191  £32.00  Hardback
PERFORMING ARTS
Frankly Feminist
Short Stories by Jewish Women from Lilith Magazine
Edited by SUSAN WEIDMAN SCHNEIDER and YONA ZELDIS MCDONOUGH
A groundbreaking Jewish feminist short story collection.
Brandeis University Press | November
9781684581269  £28.00  Paper
FICTION

New Edition
Where the Rivers Flow North
HOWARD FRANK MOSHER
Brandeis University Press | September
9781684581399  £16.00  Paper
FICTION

New Edition
Marie Blythe
HOWARD FRANK MOSHER
A new edition of a classic novel with a strong female lead.
Brandeis University Press | September
9781684581375  £16.00  Paper
FICTION

New Edition
Big House, Little House, Back House, Barn
The Connected Farm Buildings of New England
THOMAS C. HUBKA
A classic work on farm buildings made by nineteenth-century New Englanders refreshed with a new introduction.
Brandeis University Press | September
9781684581351  £28.00  Paper
ARCHITECTURE
Education Behind the Wall
Why and How We Teach College in Prison
Edited by MNEESHA GELLMAN

An edited volume reflecting on different aspects of teaching in prison and different points of view.

Brandeis University Press | September
9781684581061   £28.00   Paper

Sculpting a Life
Chana Orloff between Paris and Tel Aviv
PAULA J. BIRNBAUM

The first biography of sculptor Chana Orloff.

Brandeis University Press | December
9781684581139   £36.00   Hardback

Canine Pioneer
The Extraordinary Life of Rudolphina Menzel
Edited by SUSAN MARTHA KAHN

An insightful look at the life and legacy of a pioneer cynologist between Europe and Israel.

Brandeis University Press | December
9781684581221   £32.00   Paper

Jewish Identities in the American West
Relational Perspectives
Edited by ELLEN EISENBERG

*Jewish Identities in the American West* fills a significant gap in racial identity scholarship.

Brandeis University Press | December
9781684581283   £32.00   Paper

HISTORY
Defender of the Faithful
The Life and Thought of Rabbi Levi Yitshak of Berdychiv
ARTHUR GREEN
The first scholarly biography of Levi Yitshak of Berdichyv in English in over thirty-five years.
Brandeis University Press | December
9781684581016  £32.00  Hardback
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY

Uncharitable
How Restraints on Nonprofits Undermine Their Potential
DAN PALLOTTA
Uncharitable investigates how for-profit strategies could and should be used by nonprofits.
Brandeis University Press | September
9781684581245  £24.00  Paper
SOCIAL SCIENCE

Black Women’s Intellectual Traditions
Speaking Their Minds
Edited by KRISTIN WATERS and CAROL B. CONAWAY
A new edition of a landmark work on Black women’s intellectual traditions.
Brandeis University Press | September
9781684581412  £32.00  Paper
SOCIAL SCIENCE

Resplendent Synagogue
Architecture and Worship in an Eighteenth-Century Polish Community
THOMAS C. HUBKA
This unique exploration of a lost religious and cultural artifact breathes new life into a forgotten but fascinating aspect of eighteenth-century Polish Jewry.
Brandeis University Press | October
9781684581337  £40.00  Paper
ARCHITECTURE
Travelers, Tracks, and Tycoons: The Railroad in American Legend and Life
From the Barriger Railroad Historical Collection of the St. Louis Mercantile Library Association
NICHOLAS FRY
A richly illustrated look at the multifaceted history of American railways.
The Grolier Club | June
9781605831015 £32.00 Paper
HISTORY

Jeffrey Gibson
Beyond the Horizon
Edited by ABIGAIL WINOGRAD and JEFFREY GIBSON
An extensively illustrated look at two exhibitions by artist Jeffrey Gibson in Chicago.
Smart Museum of Art, University of C | June
9780935573657 £28.00 Hardback
ART

Imaginable Worlds
Art, Crisis, and Global Futures
Edited by ORIANNA CACCHIONE and NANDITA JAISHANKAR
A collection of essays offering a creative look at crises past, present, future, and speculative.
Smart Museum of Art, University of C | May
9780935573664 £16.00 Paper
ART

Diane Severin Nguyen
IF REVOLUTION IS A SICKNESS?
DIANE SEVERIN NGUYEN
An exhibition catalog centering on a film by artist Diane Severin Nguyen.
Renaissance Society | October
9780941548861 £28.00 Hardback
**Meriem Bennani**  
*Life on the CAPS*  
MERIEM BENNANI  
A catalog for an exhibition of the latest chapter in Miriem Bennani’s *CAPS* film project.  
*Renaissance Society | October*  
9780941548878 £32.00 Hardback  
**ART**

**“Raw,” “Weirdo,” and Beyond**  
*American Alternative Comics, 1980–2000*  
Edited by JOHN MCCOY and ANDREI MOLOTIU  
An extensively illustrated catalog for an exhibition of alternative comics, featuring essays that offer interdisciplinary perspectives.  
*McMullen Museum of Art, Boston College | September*  
9781892850430 £32.00 Paper  
**COMICS & GRAPHIC NOVELS**

**Intermedia**  
Edited by URSULA FROHNE and RACHAEL DELUE  
The history of innovative intermedia art practices in America.  
*Terra Foundation for American Art | October*  
9780932171702 £20.00 Paper  
**ART**

**Solo(s): Krista Franklin**  
KRISTA FRANKLIN  
A catalog of visual art and poetry by Chicago-based artist Krista Franklin.  
*DePaul Art Museum | November*  
9781737760917 £16.00 Paper  
**ART**
Bosnian St. Louis
Between Two Worlds
PATRICK MCCARTHY and AKIF COGO

*Bosnian St. Louis* is a warm and richly illustrated tribute to an unlikely immigrant success story in America's heartland.
Missouri Historical Society Press | November
9789885571615  £16.00  Paper
HISTORY

Coloring St. Louis
A Coloring Book for All Ages
ANDREW WANKO

This new coloring book offers a hands-on look at St. Louis's architectural history.
Missouri Historical Society Press | September
9789885571608  £8.00  Paper
ARCHITECTURE

The Dark Arts
Aleksandra Waliszewska and Symbolism
Edited by ALISON M. GINGERAS and NATALIA SIELEWICZ

A look at the dark, symbolic work of Polish painter Aleksandra Waliszewska alongside historical artworks that influence her.
Museum of Modern Art in Warsaw | November
9788396302625  £28.00  Paper
ART

The Arab Christ
Towards an Arab Christian Theology of Conviviality
MOUCHIR BASILE AOUN

A reflection on Christianity in Arab society.
Gingko Library | November
9781914983023  £35.00  Hardback
RELIGION
Urban Histories of Rajasthan
Religion, Politics and Society (1550–1800)
ELIZABETH M. THELEN
An exploration of religious conflicts in premodern urban India.
Gingko Library | June
9781909942660  £40.00  Hardback
HISTORY

Poet and Businessman
Abd al-Aziz al-Babtain and the Formation of Modern Kuwait
LEIF STENBERG
A history of contemporary Kuwait as seen through the life of an individual Kuwaiti.
Gingko Library | August
9781914983009  £20.00  Paper
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY

Seed Celestial
SARA R. BURNETT
Poems reflecting on contemporary political issues, mythological origins, and the capacity for hope in the face of uncertain futures.
Autumn House Press | September
9781637680520  £14.00  Paper
POETRY

Bittering the Wound
JACQUI GERMAIN
A firsthand account of the 2014 Ferguson uprising that challenges how we document and report on political unrest.
Autumn House Press | October
9781637680568  £14.00  Paper
POETRY
The Running Body
A Memoir
EMILY PIFER
A memoir of addiction, body image, and healing, through the lens of a long-distance runner.
Autumn House Press | September
9781637680544 £15.00 Paper
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY

Entry Level
WENDY WIMMER
Tales of characters trying to find their way through the struggles of underemployment.
Autumn House Press | October
9781637680582 £15.00 Paper
FICTION

Bel Canto
VIRGINIA KONCHAN
Poems that restore primacy to lyric subjectivity, sensibility, paradox, and alterity.
Carnegie Mellon University Press | October
9780887486845 £13.00 Paper
POETRY

A Long Time to Be Gone
MICHAEL MCFEE
Poems that discover enduring pleasures in the details of our everyday lives.
Carnegie Mellon University Press | October
9780887486869 £13.00 Paper
POETRY
There’s Something They’re Not Telling Us
KIMBERLY KRUGE
A lyrical meditation on the nuances of domestic life.
Carnegie Mellon University Press | October
9780887486852 £13.00 Paper
POETRY

All the Hanging Wrenches
BARBARA EDELMAN
A book of poems that embody quiet triumph.
Carnegie Mellon University Press | October
9780887486821 £13.00 Paper
POETRY

The Woman with a Cat on Her Shoulder
and Other Riffs
RICHARD KATROVAS
A poetic meditation on the terror of extinction.
Carnegie Mellon University Press | October
9780887486838 £13.00 Paper
POETRY

New Edition
Year of the Ginkgo
SHARON DILWORTH
Back-in-print, a novel about a woman who has difficulty facing up to reality.
Carnegie Mellon University Press | October
9780887486814 £19.00 Paper
Dialect of Distant Harbors
DIPIKA MUKHERJEE
This poetry collection explores themes of home, grieving, and kinship.
CavanKerry Press | October
9781933880938 £15.00 Paper
POETRY

But I Still Have My Fingerprints
DIANNE SILVESTRI, MD
Poems centered on survival and perseverance in the face of long-term illness.
CavanKerry Press | November
9781933880945 £15.00 Paper
POETRY

The Golden Land
ELIZABETH SHICK
A debut novel that digs deep into the complexities of family history and relationships.
New Issues Poetry and Prose | November
9781936970759 £15.00 Paper
FICTION

t/here it is
T.J. ANDERSON III
A poetry collection in nine sections that each take on an aspect of memory.
Omnidawn Publishing, Inc. | October
9781632431073 £16.00 Paper
POETRY
(no subject)
PETER BURGHAARDT
Poems derived from momentary reflections saved in the poet’s subjectless emails.
Omnidawn Publishing, Inc. | October
9781632431080 £16.00 Paper
POETRY

100 Notes on Violence
JULIE CARR
Back in print, Carr’s powerful poems seek out and face violence and its counterforces.
Omnidawn Publishing, Inc. | October
9781632431097 £16.00 Paper
POETRY

Yours, Purple Gallinule
EWA CHRUSCIEL
Lyrical satire that imagines mental illnesses as various bird species.
Omnidawn Publishing, Inc. | October
9781632431103 £16.00 Paper
POETRY

The Ghost Trio
CLYDE DERRICK
A story set in Prague that crosses the lines between the living and the dead.
Omnidawn Publishing, Inc. | October
9781632431127 £7.00 Paper
FICTION
Pink Waves
SAWAKO NAKAYASU
A poem in conversation with literature and written during a durational performance.
Omnidawn Publishing, Inc. | October
9781632430984  £16.00   Paper
POETRY

CHORUS
DANIELA NAOMI MOLNAR
Poems that incorporate multiple voices to embrace fragmentation, discord, and plurality.
Omnidawn Publishing, Inc. | October
9781632431110  £16.00   Paper
POETRY

Zóbel Reads Lorca
Poetry, Painting, and Perlimplín In Love
FEDERICO GARCÍA LORCA
A cherished erotic play by Federico García Lorca, illustrated by a major Spanish artist.
Swan Isle Press | November
9781736189337  £32.00   Paper
ART

Someone Speaks Your Name
LUÍS GARCÍA MONTERO
A lyrical novel following an idealistic student who explores the power of literature in Franco’s Spain.
Swan Isle Press | October
9781736189344  £23.00   Paper
FICTION
Hey Yo! Yo Soy!
JESÚS PAPOLETO MÉLENDEZ

A bilingual collection of three significant works by a founder of the Nuyorican Movement.

2Leaf Press | July
9781737446569  £24.00  Paper

POETRY

Twelfth Night
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

Alison Carey brings the confusion and mischief of Shakespeare’s comedy into the twenty-first century.

ACMRS Press | August
9780866988278  £8.00  Paper

DRAMA

Othello
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

A contemporary translation that emphasizes the racial malice at the heart of Shakespeare’s play.

ACMRS Press | August
9780866988254  £8.00  Paper

DRAMA

Julius Caesar
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

A fresh, contemporary translation of one of Shakespeare’s most dramatic and popular plays.

ACMRS Press | September
9780866987936  £8.00  Paper

DRAMA
King John
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE
A rousing contemporary translation of Shakespeare’s classic exploration of early English monarchy.
ACMRS Press | September
9780866987950   £8.00   Paper
DRAMA

King Lear
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE
A new translation of Shakespeare’s great tragedy that renews it for today’s audiences.
ACMRS Press | October
9780866987974   £8.00   Paper
DRAMA

Coriolanus
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE
A powerfully topical new translation of Shakespeare’s study of military power and political folly.
ACMRS Press | October
9780866986823   £8.00   Paper
DRAMA

Antony and Cleopatra
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE
A lively contemporary translation of Shakespeare’s sexiest play.
ACMRS Press | November
9780866987899   £8.00   Paper
DRAMA
The Two Gentlemen of Verona
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE
A contemporary translation of one of Shakespeare’s earliest explorations of love and friendship.
ACMRS Press | November
9780866988292  £8.00  Paper
DRAMA

Measure for Measure
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE
An accessible new translation of one of Shakespeare’s most interesting and challenging plays.
ACMRS Press | December
9780866988315  £8.00  Paper
DRAMA

Clément Marot’s Epistles
CLÉMENT MAROT
The first complete English-language edition of the work of Renaissance poet Clément Marot.
ACMRS Press | November
9780866986427  £64.00  Hardback
LITERARY CRITICISM

Race in the European Renaissance
A Classroom Guide
ANNA WAINWRIGHT AND MATTHIEU CHAPMAN
A multidisciplinary guide to classroom discussion of race in the European Renaissance.
ACMRS Press | October
9780866988353  £24.00  Hardback
HISTORY
Race in the European Renaissance
A Classroom Guide
ANNA WAINWRIGHT and MATTHIEU CHAPMAN

A multidisciplinary guide to classroom discussion of race in the European Renaissance.

ACMRS Press | October
9780866988360   £16.00   Paper
HISTORY

Now in Paperback
On The Ho Chi Minh Trail
The Blood Road, The Women Who Defended It, The Legacy
SHERRY BUCHANAN

A mix of travelogue, history, and meditation on a journey through the Ho Chi Minh Trail, highlighting the critical role it played in the Vietnam War.

Asia Ink | October
9781916346321   £16.00   Paper
HISTORY

A Sinister Assassin
Last Writings, Ivry-Sur-Seine, September 1947 to March 1948
ANTONIN ARTAUD

A Sinister Assassin contains original translations of Antonin Artaud's last writings and interviews, most never previously available in English.

Diaphanes | December
9783035803563   £12.00   Paper
FICTION

Convex Thoughts
357 Digital Drawings
YVES NETZHAMMER

Unique digital drawings from one of Switzerland's most prolific artists of today.

Diaphanes | August
9783035805109   £27.50   Paper
ART
Movements of Air
The Photographs from Étienne-Jules Marey’s Wind Tunnels
GEORGES DIDI-HUBERMAN and LAURENT MANNONI
Two important essays on Étienne-Jules Marey published for the first time in English alongside his breathtaking images of moving air and smoke.
Diaphanes | November
9783035805123  £38.00  Paper
PHOTOGRAPHY

Liquidity, Flows, Circulation
The Cultural Logic of Environmentalization
Edited by MATHIAS DENECKE, HOLGER KUHN, and MILAN STÜRMER
Interdisciplinary studies that combine the current of materialist thinking with discussions of ecologies and environmentalization.
Diaphanes | September
9783035804812  £24.00  Paper
SCIENCE

The Steps of Nemesis
A Dramatic Chronicle in Six Scenes from Party Life in the USSR (1936–1938)
NIKOLAI EVREINOV
The first-ever English translation of this dramatic work by Nikolai Evreinov.
Diaphanes | August
9783035805161  £24.00  Paper
DRAMA

The Bug
JAN PROCHÁZKA
A paranoid thriller of life under surveillance in Soviet Czechoslovakia.
Karolinum Press, Charles University | November
9788024651354  £12.00  Paper
FICTION
But Crimes Do Punish
JÁN JOHANIDES
A haunting novel of post-Soviet Slovakia, centering on an enigmatic one-sided conversation.
Karolinum Press, Charles University | November
9788024650142   £12.00   Paper
FICTION

Czech Secession
Art and Architecture 1890–1914
PETR WITTLICH
A lavishly illustrated exploration of forward-looking Czech art around the turn of the twentieth century.
Karolinum Press, Charles University | November
9788024651330   £48.00   Hardback
ART

Nationalism and Cosmopolitanism in Avant-Garde and Modernism
The Impact of World War I
Edited by LIDIA GLUCHOWSKA and VOJTECH LAHODA
An examination of the cultural and artistic consequences of post-WWI nationalism in Europe.
Karolinum Press, Charles University | September
9788024651217   £72.00   Hardback
ART

Images of Malice
Visual Representations of Anti-Judaism and Antisemitism in the Bohemian Lands
Edited by EVA JANÁCOVÁ
Traces the history of visual representations of anti-Jewish hatred in Czech Bohemia.
Karolinum Press, Charles University | September
9788024651057   £40.00   Paper
ART
On This Modern Highway, Lost in the Jungle
Tropics, Travel, and Colonialism in Czech Poetry
JAN MRÁZEK
Postcolonial reflections on Indonesia’s influence upon the avant-garde poetry of a non-colonial European.
Karolínium Press, Charles University | September
9788024651125 £24.00 Paper
LITERARY CRITICISM

India in the Eyes of Europeans
Conceptualization of Religion in Theology and Oriental Studies
MARTIN FÁREK
A re-examination of Western interpretations—and distortions—of Indian religious traditions.
Karolínium Press, Charles University | September
9788024647555 £20.00 Paper
RELIGION

Facets of a Harmony
The Roma and Their Locatedness in Eastern Slovakia
JAN ORT
A crucial contribution to Romani studies focuses on a single Slovak village to explore universal issues of belonging.
Karolínium Press, Charles University | November
9788024650685 £16.00 Paper
SOCIAL SCIENCE

Devouring One’s Own Tail
Autopoiesis in Perspective
Edited by VOJTECH KOLMAN and TOMÁŠ MURÁR
Drawing on continental philosophy, Devouring One’s Own Tail examines culture and society as a type of ouroboros.
Karolínium Press, Charles University | November
9788024651316 £32.00 Paper
PHILOSOPHY
New Edition

Property, Substance, and Effect
Anthropological Essays on Persons and Things
MARILYN STRATHERN

In engaging essays, celebrated anthropologist Marilyn Strathern reflects on the complexities of social life.

HAU | November
9780999157077   £24.00   Paper
SOCIAL SCIENCE

Digital Pedagogy in Early Modern Studies
Method and Praxis
Edited by ANDIE SILVA and SCOTT SCHOFIELD

A collection of essays on early modern digital humanities by leading scholars in the field.

Iter Press | December
9781649590602   £56.00   Paper
EDUCATION

The Past, Present, and Future of Early Modern Digital Studies
Iter at 25
Edited by LAURA ESTILL and RAYMOND G. SIEMENS

A collection of essays considering developing models and new research possibilities in early modern digital studies.

Iter Press | December
9781649590633   £52.00   Paper
LITERARY CRITICISM

News from the Midell Regions and Calthorpe’s Chapel
DOROTHY CALTHORPE

An introduction to a new early modern woman writer that makes her manuscripts available in print for the first time.

Iter Press | December
9781649590695   £40.00   Paper
LITERARY COLLECTIONS
The Prophetess and the Patriarch
The Visions of an Anti-Regicide in Seventeenth-Century England
ELIZABETH POOLE
Published for the first time in full, a common woman’s writings reveal the startling role she played in England’s revolt against the monarchy.
Iter Press | December
9781649590725 £44.00 Paper
LITERARY COLLECTIONS

The Carleton Bigamy Trial
MARY CARLETON
Multiple conflicting perspectives come together in this collection to provide a Rashomon-style account of marriage, fraud, and trickery in seventeenth-century England.
Iter Press | December
9781649590756 £49.00 Paper
LITERARY COLLECTIONS

The Art of Childbirth
A Seventeenth-Century Midwife’s Epistolary Treatise to Doctor Vallant: A Bilingual Edition
MARIE BAUDOIN
The extraordinary story of a seventeenth-century French midwife and her treatise on childbirth.
Iter Press | December
9781649590787 £44.00 Paper
LITERARY COLLECTIONS

Concrete in Switzerland
Histories from the Recent Past
Edited by SALVATORE APREA, NICOLA NAVONE, LAURENT STALDER, and SARAH NICHOLS
A groundbreaking work resulting from the collaboration between the three major Swiss architectural archives and the Swiss Architecture Museum in Basel.
EPFL Press | May
9782889153534 £40.00 Hardback
ARCHITECTURE
Non-Destructive Testing and Testability of Materials and Structures
GILLES CORNELOUP, CÉCILE GUEUDRÉ, MARIE-AUDE PLOIX
The definitive guide on non-destructive testing.
EPFL Press | May
9782889154401 £72.00 Hardback
SCIENCE

The Carpenter and the Architect
BENOÎT JACQUET, TERUAKI MATSUZAKI, and MANUEL TARDITS
A contemporary reminder of the importance of the carpenter and wood in Japanese architecture.
EPFL Press | May
9782889154456 £72.00 Paper
ARCHITECTURE

Higher Knowledge
SANAA’S Rolex Learning Center at EPFL Since 2010
CHRISTOPHE VAN GERREWEY
A unique book about one of the most famous buildings in Switzerland.
EPFL Press | May
9782889154227 £12.00 Paper
ARCHITECTURE

Creativity & Art
Neuroscientific and Psychoanalytic Perspectives
ANDREAS AND BARBARA STECK
An up-to-date book about art through the lens of neuroscience and psychology.
EPFL Press | May
9782889154234 £48.00 Paper
PSYCHOLOGY
All the Tiny Beauties
A Novel
JENN SCOTT

All the Tiny Beauties follows five characters in California as their lives intertwine.

University of Cincinnati Press | September
9781946724533  £16.00  Paper
FICTION

Manatee Lagoon
Poems
JENNA LE

The third full-length collection from physician and poet Jenna Le blends traditional form and the current moment.

University of Cincinnati Press | October
9781946724519  £13.00  Paper
POETRY

Design Flaw
Stories
HUGH SHEEHY

Hugh Sheehy’s riveting new collection draws heavily from the genres of horror, mystery, science fiction, and myth.

University of Cincinnati Press | November
9781946724557  £14.00  Paper
FICTION

Humanizing Brain Tumors
Strategies for You and Your Physician
Edited by JONATHAN A. FORBES, ABDELKADER MAHAMMEDI, and SOMA SENGUPTA

Three practicing doctors present the stories of nine individuals diagnosed with brain tumors.

University of Cincinnati Press | June
9781947603608  £12.00  Paper
MEDICAL
American Values, Religious Voices, 2021
Letters of Hope by People of Faith
Edited by ANDREA WEISS and LISA WEINBERGER
Religious scholars and leaders engage in a nonpartisan social media letter-writing campaign following the 2021 Presidential inauguration.
University of Cincinnati Press | October
9781947602915  £16.00  Hardback
RELIGION

Imagining Central America
Short Histories
SERENA COSGROVE and ISABEAU J. BELISLE DEMPSEY
A concise review of the major events, social movements, politics, and economics of the seven countries that comprise Central America.
University of Cincinnati Press | July
9781947602939  £23.00  Paper
HISTORY

Collective Bargaining and the Battle for Ohio
The Defeat of Senate Bill 5 and the Struggle to Defend the Middle Class
JOHN T. MCNAY
This study outlines the landmark “We Are Ohio” labor coalition.
University of Cincinnati Press | July
9781947602960  £20.00  Paper
HISTORY

Best-Laid Plans
The Promises and Pitfalls of the New Deal’s Greenbelt Towns
JULIE D. TURNER
A history of the New Deal program intended to improve the living conditions of America’s underclass.
University of Cincinnati Press | July
9781947602458  £36.00  Hardback
HISTORY
Community-Engaged Research for Resilience and Health, Volume 4
Edited by KELLI E. CANADA and CLARK M. PETERS
Promoting resilience in underserved populations.
University of Cincinnati Press | June
9781947602816 £31.00 Paper
SOCIAL SCIENCE

Race, Ethnicity, and the COVID-19 Pandemic
Edited by MELVIN THOMAS, LOREN HENDERSON, and HAYWARD DERRICK HORTON
The first authoritative source on the consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic for racial and ethnic minorities.
University of Cincinnati Press | October
9781947602878 £31.00 Hardback
SOCIAL SCIENCE

Park, Tenement, Slaughterhouse
Elite Imaginaries of Buenos Aires, 1852–1880
ANTONIO CARBONE
An analysis of what the history of epidemic diseases can reveal about urban planning.
Campus Verlag | August
9783593515021 £33.00 Paper
HISTORY

Crises in Authoritarian Regimes
Fragile Orders and Contested Power
Edited by JÖRG BABEROWSKI and MARTIN WAGNER
Illuminates the condensation of authoritarian rule in crisis around the globe.
Campus Verlag | July
9783593514949 £36.00 Paper
HISTORY
A New Beginning?
Spatial Planning and Research in Europe between 1945 and 1975
Edited by DETLEF BRIESEN and WENDELIN STRUBELT
How spatial planning was transformed in Europe in the postwar period.
Campus Verlag | August
9783593515090 £44.00 Paper
SOCIAL SCIENCE

Living in the Plastic Age
Perspectives from Humanities, Social Sciences and Natural Sciences
Edited by JOHANNA KRAMM and CAROLIN VÖLKER
A comprehensive discussion on the complex role of plastics in society-nature relationships.
Campus Verlag | October
9783593514451 £36.00 Paper
NATURE

Writing Juárez
Violence, Resistance, and the US-Mexico Border
TOBIAS A. JOCHUM
A rigorous reflection on recent literary accounts of violence at the US-Mexico border.
Campus Verlag | November
9783593515632 £36.00 Paper
HISTORY

Dragonflies and Damselflies of Madagascar and the Western Indian Ocean Islands
KLAAS-DOUWE DIJKSTRA and CALLAN COHEN
A highly illustrated guide to the spectacular dragonflies and damselflies of the Malagasy Region.
Association Vahatra in Antananarivo | March
9782957099726 £36.00 Paper
NATURE
Subaltern Studies 2.0
Being against the Capitalocene
MILINDA BANERJEE and JELLE J.P. WOUTERS
On a second wave of anti-colonial revolutions.
Prickly Paradigm Press | September
9781734643534  £12.00  Paper
SOCIAL SCIENCE

A Quiet Foghorn
More Notes from a Deaf Gay Life
RAYMOND LUCZAK
A Deaf gay man offers powerful and deeply personal reflections in this essay collection.
Gallaudet University Press | October
9781954622111  £20.00  Paper
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY

Miriam Hearing Sister
A Memoir
MIRIAM ZADEK
A personal account of historical and cultural importance centered on the lives of deaf and hearing Jewish people in the mid-twentieth century.
Gallaudet University Press | September
9781954622098  £24.00  Paper
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY

Signed Language Interpreting Pedagogy
Insights and Innovations from the Conference of Interpreter Trainers
LAURIE SWABEY and RACHEL E. HERRING
Signed language interpreter educators revisit seminal papers in the field and address current issues of importance.
Gallaudet University Press | September
9781954622074  £84.00  Hardback
LANGUAGE ARTS & DISCIPLINES
The Age of Nightmare
JEREMY BLACK
Noted historian Jeremy Black establishes his capacity for understanding British literary genius; and here he takes on the Gothic novel and its writers.
St. Augustine’s Press | November
9781587310096 £20.00 Paper
LITERARY CRITICISM

Real Influencers
Fourteen Disappearing Acts that Left Fingerprints on History
KENNETH WEISBRODE
What is influence and why might the real influencers be those whose names were never flashing before us? Weisbrode embarks on an exploration to trace powerful strands of cultural influence and demonstrates that it might not be what we think it is.
St. Augustine’s Press | November
9781587316913 £12.00 Paper
HISTORY

The Religion of Humanity
PIERRE MANENT
“Is not modern democracy the finally-found form of the religion of Humanity?” (Pierre Manent; 2007) This is the first anthology in any language of the writings of the contemporary French philosopher; Pierre Manent; on “the religion of Humanity.”
St. Augustine’s Press | November
9781587317064 £16.00 Hardback
PHILOSOPHY

Recovering Politics, Civilization, and the Soul
Essays on Pierre Manent and Roger Scruton
DANIEL J. MAHONEY
Western inheritance is under assault; and Mahoney shows in these provocative essays that two contemporary philosophical thinkers; Roger Scruton and Pierre Manent; mark the way toward a renewal of politics and practical reason.
St. Augustine’s Press | November
9781587317088 £16.00 Paper
PHILOSOPHY
Communication Culture in a Digital Age
Being Seriously Relational
CRISTIAN MENDOZA and LLUÍS CLAVELL

Human beings are attracted to information and communication technology; and developments in this field must recognize that these phenomena and our need for it are good and can actually make us more human.

St. Augustine’s Press | January
9781587311390  £26.00  Paper
SOCIAL SCIENCE

Ha!
A Christian Philosophy of Humor
PETER KREEFT

Peter Kreeft’s answer to the breakdown of Western Civilization is a joke: humor that is healthy; happy and holy goes a long way to recenter our thoughts and brighten our outlook on living well and preparing for an eternity of laughing in heaven.

St. Augustine’s Press | November
9781587313189  £12.00  Paper
RELIGION

Spending the Winter
A Poetry Collection
JOSEPH BOTTUM

Joseph Bottum’s poetry represents a redemptive moment for the genre: musical; piercing and profound; the reader will see as much as he feels in these lines of verse.

St. Augustine’s Press | September
9781587318153  £11.00  Paper
POETRY

Shakespeare’s Reformation
Christian Humanism and the Death of God
NALIN RANASINGHE

A series of sharp analyses of five of Shakespeare’s dramas that reveal Shakespeare to be re-telling history in poetry so as to make our account of it more truthful and playful; both.

St. Augustine’s Press | October
9781587318177  £28.00  Hardback
LITERARY CRITICISM
Devotional Activism
Public Religion, Innovation and Culture in the Nineteenth-Century
RICHARD SCHAEFER
The role of religion in history and political community deserves more respect. These essays offer an alternate to conceptualizing the role of religion in the modern world; one of faith and self-assertion.
St. Augustine’s Press | January
9781587311871   £16.00   Paper
RELIGION

That Which Is Just in the Church
Volume 2: The Human Person in the Church
CARLOS JOSÉ ERRÁZURIZ
The second of three volumes in the comprehensive and authoritative guide to the study and use of canon law. Here the practical and theoretical applications of personhood and law are examined; as well as the differing juridical relationships encountered in the Catholic Church.
St. Augustine’s Press | February
9781587318986   £28.00   Hardback
RELIGION
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